
design  •  manufacture  •  supply  •  install  •  service  •  recycle

Extended
Product Range



Mission Statement
It is our mission to supply innovative healthcare products, in and out of the home, providing 
independence and dignity to all of our customers. We do this by engaging with specifiers 
across all sectors, imparting over 50 years’ worth of experience, resulting in the most
hygienic outcome available.



Vision Statement
Ours is a vision of a future where independence, 
hygiene and dignity is a part of everybody’s life regardless 
of physical or mental ability – we aim to achieve this by 
providing excellent customer service, innovative products 
and ongoing support, whilst remaining market leaders and 
living by our core values.



OPEN A NEW CHAPTER  
IN YOUR LIFE

•  UK Research and Development

•  UK Manufacturing

•  Home Demonstrations and Surveys

•  Installation and Commissioning

•  Servicing and Maintenance



On a business trip to Switzerland in 1959, Manchester-
based builder Robert Willan came across a ‘fancy throne’. 
He was fascinated by the concept of personal hygiene 
it delivered, to the extent he returned to Switzerland 
specifically to meet the inventor, Hans Maurer. The rest, 
as they say, is history.

In 1962 Robert Willan founded Closomat in the UK 
becoming a wash & dry toilet pioneer. Closomat has grown 
to become the brand leader in an entirely new experience 
of freshness and cleanliness – the aspirational standard 
in intimate care and hygiene.

The Closomat principle has since spread worldwide. 
Closomat remains the biggest-selling wash & dry toilet 
in Britain, delivering unrivalled quality, consistency and 
performance through efficient flushing, unequalled 
washing functions and effective drying technology.

The Closomat company is still owned by the Willan family, 
and is based in the UK. 

Our Manchester head office and customer support 
centre is the hub for a network that includes the only 
purpose-built wash & dry toilet production and assembly 
facilities in Britain, and a nationwide network of in-house 
sales and service teams.

We have a vision to enable everyone to deal with 
their intimate toileting needs with as much style, 
independence, dignity and control as possible, at home 
and away, however big or small the space.

It is our mission to deliver that vision with the highest level 
of professional yet personal service for the whole life of 
our relationship with you, from initial advice, consultation, 
through installation, to future service & maintenance.

Closomat: the ultimate in intimate cleanliness.

Brian Hoare 

Managing Director
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WE CARE ABOUT YOUR 
INTIMATE CARE



Wash & dry toilet hygiene at the highest level. Closomat 
not only invented it, but has also continuously perfected it. 
The result is the Closomat Hygiene System, combining 
efficient flushing, unequalled washing functions and 
effective drying technology, ensuring cleanliness and 
well-being.

Everyone is different, with different needs. Closomat 
wash & dry toilets are the only ones of their kind that can 
be personalised to individual requirements. They can be 
adapted at initial installation and later, as needs change. 
Over 150,000 permutations exist.

The Closomat Palma Vita, definitive, classic, floor standing 
system has been purpose-designed to combine a 
conventional wc with integrated washing and drying. It is 
the only toilet of its kind, specifically developed for elderly 
and disabled people, that is designed to properly support 
the user AND position them correctly for effective washing 
and drying.

CLOSOMAT
WASH & DRY TOILETS

Bariatric Palma Vita (with Big John seat)
Safe working load: 362kg/57st.
Lima Vita (Wall hung version of the Palma Vita)
Safe working load: 190kg/30st.

•  Closomat’s unique              system allows the user to 
benefit from the toilet’s automatic functions by just 
pressing and releasing the elbow pad

•  Easy to use regardless of manual capability/dexterity
•  Removes hand:body contact and risk of faecal 

contamination
•  Enables the user to toilet with little or no help
•  Can be used by all members of the household
•  Delivers a consistent, high level of cleanliness
• Most effective wash available in a wash & dry toilet
•    Safe working load: 190kg/30st
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Closomat Palma Vita



Rollover
Arguably the most versatile and cost-effective solution   
in paediatric toileting today, the HTS uses latest research 
to improve on its predecessor, the Rifton Bluewave.           
It provides a robust ‘tilt-in-space’ shower/commode 
chair, capable of serving a child and their carer for many 
years. A raft of accessories enables personalisation to 
each child’s needs.

The operating mechanisms
Either the Touch Sensitive Hand Switch, Remote Control 
or the Proxy Switch is required when using a Rifton.

• Medium and large sizes1

• Secure fittings from ‘head to toe’
•  Range of accessories for optimum tailoring to individual 

requirements
•  Compatible with Closomat Palma Vita  

(single extended douche)
• Medium safe working load: 68kg/10.7st
• Large safe working load: 113kg/17.7st 

RIFTON HTS
PAEDIATRIC HYGIENE &
TOILETING SYSTEM

Touch sensitive hand 
switch

Remote control Proxy switch
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Clip-on
•  Bespoke bracket system to clip onto/off the Palma Vita2

•  Enables use of the footboard without the whole chassis
•  Can be clipped on and off as required
•  Enables appropriate support for the child, with the flexi-

bility for the Palma Vita to be used by other members of 
the household

•  No need to remove the Palma Vita seat
•  Compatible with Closomat Palma Vita   

(single extended douche)
•  Medium size only
•  Safe working load: 68kg/10.7st 

The following items are always required when ordering 
the HTS Clip-on:
•  Bespoke bracket
•  Soft seat
•  Touch sensitive hand/foot switch, Proxy switch or 

Remote control

1  Please note that the Small HTS is not compatible with 
the Palma Vita

2  When the Bespoke bracket is fitted to the Palma Vita 
the Rollover version cannot be used

Options

Seat and back pads Headrest Butterfly harness Anterior support/tray Lateral supports

Lateral supports and 
chest strap

Hip guides Abductor Calfrest and          
ankle straps

Footboard
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The Bariatric Palma Vita is engineered for long-lasting 
durability. The stylish design has a more comfortable, 
contoured opening to the seat offering greater stability,
comfort, safety and is purpose-designed to correctly 
position the user for an effective clean.

The standard Palma Vita can bear up to 190kg/30st: 25% 
more than the strengthened versions of alternative systems.
The Bariatric Palma Vita featuring the Big John seat   
provides an increased safe working load of 362kg/57st.

• Wide, contoured seat
•  Made from high-impact ABS that is both stain and 

chemical resistant
•  Durable, stainless steel hinges
• Non-slip bumpers
• Delivers a consistent, high level of cleanliness
•  Safe working load: 362kg/57st

BARIATRIC PALMA VITA
WITH BIG JOHN SEAT

Big John Seat
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The electronically-controlled lift gently and securely raises 
and lowers the user over the toilet whilst they remain fully 
seated, supported and in control. 

Full Aerolet Range available (see next page).

•  Offers perfect support for bariatric users
•  Supplied with ergonomic seat specifically designed for 

heavy user
•  Big John toilet seat
•  Only tilt version available
• Safe working load: 250kg/39st

AEROLET BARIATRIC
TOILET LIFT

Closomat Bench
To help clients with larger body mass to toilet independently. 
Made to order, the padded seat and aperture are custom- 
made to individual requirements.

•  Powder-coated tubular stainless steel frame
•  Vinyl covered seat
•  Non-slip rubber feet
•  Optional armrests
•  Seat aperture; normal or horseshoe
•   Standard working load:† 349kg/55st

†Benches to a higher capacity available on request 
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Using appropriate mobility, moving and handling aids 
when going to the toilet reduces risk of falls and injuries, 
restores some or all of the user’s control over their  
limitation, enhances their dignity and independence,  
and reduces risk to and reliance on carers.

Electronic Aerolet toilet lifts are fixed over the toilet and 
replicate the natural motion of standing up and sitting down. 
They gently raise and lower the user to position them 
accurately over the toilet as required whilst enabling their 
feet to remain in contact with the floor and maintaining 
the centre of gravity above the feet for balance. After 
toileting, the lift can be raised by degrees to ease access 
for cleansing.

Controls can be fitted in either the left or right support 
arm, as the user prefers. Two styles are available: vertical 
and tilt in each variant.

AEROLET
TOILET LIFTS

Models
•  Palma Vita compatible
•  Conventional WC compatible: available in standard and 

small versions, depending on available space either 
side of the toilet

•  Safe working load: 150kg/24st
•  Bariatric safe working load: 250kg/39st

Aerolet Vertical (below)
Suits people with good upper body strength. Its integral 
support arms raise and lower with the seat, as the lift 
lowers and raises the user whilst giving them the control 
to lever themselves down on to, or up from, the unit.

Aerolet Tilt (left)
Is appropriate for people with strength in, and control 
over, their legs and knees. The user simply leans against 
the seat, holding the fixed support arms and bearing 
their weight on their legs as they operate the unit as it 
moves them from/to the vertical.
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Aerolet Vertical or Tilt
•  Closomat Palma Vita compatible
•  Range of seat options available
•  Seat-seal on underside of Aerolet ensures optimum drying
•  Aerolet fixes to Palma Vita
•  Aerolet depresses seat-pins on Palma Vita providing 

washing & drying functions
•  Please note that the Palma Vita compatible Aerolet can 

be converted for use with a conventional toilet via a 
bespoke bracket at an additional cost

•   Both models have a safe working load of: 150kg/24st

Model shown is Aerolet Tilt

AEROLET
PALMA VITA COMPATIBLE
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AEROLET
CONVENTIONAL WC

•  Fits most existing bathrooms
•  Height-adjustable
•  Can be supplied with different types of toilet seats
•  All Aerolet toilet lift models can be fitted with optional 

fold-away arm supports for easier user transfer
•  Safe working load: 150kg/24st

•  Fits every existing bathroom
•  Height-adjustable
•  Can be supplied with different types of toilet seats
•  Can be supplied with fold-away arm supports for easier 

transfer (optional)
•  Safe working load: 150kg/24st

Aerolet Conventional
Fits most bathrooms and most standard WCs,               
be they traditional floor-mounted, or wall-hanging.

Aerolet Small
For use in bathrooms and toilets where space is  
more restricted. 
As its standard counterpart, it can be adjusted to  
accommodate bowls set at different heights, or hanging 
systems.
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TOILET LIFT
ACCESSORIES

Seating
Soft seats. Options available are Junior, Adult and Adult Open Fronted. 
All soft seats are supplied in a dark blue colour to aid the visually impaired.

Toilet Lift Control
Up/down buttons can be 
mounted on the left or right 
side.

Separate Hand Control
For use if the Aerolet is 
used without arm supports, 
and/or if the user has 
limited hand and/or finger 
function.

Fold-away Arm Supports
All Aerolets can be fitted 
with fold-away rather than 
fixed arm supports to ease 
user transfer.

Model 24v
Where a power point is 
unavailable/cannot be 
installed 

Watertight Showerlift 
Control
Can be mounted on either    
support arm.
For Aerolet Shower Lifts       
(see page 22). 

Movable Arm Supports        
(Cow-horn arms)
Provide extra support  
during lifting. 
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SHOWER CHAIRS
PALMA VITA
COMPATIBLE

Chiltern AquaMaster
The AquaMaster is height-adjustable*, so it, rather than 
the toilet, is set to the height required by the user. It can 
be converted from self-propelled to carer-assisted, and 
vice versa, as the user’s needs change.

*Spacers required, making it compatible with a Palma Vita installed with 25mm plinth or 50mm plinth.

A06C
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Prism T40 Auto
Carer-assisted, the T40 provides the security and 
flexibility of a conventional shower chair but can be 
wheeled straight over the Palma Vita.

Prism T70 Auto
(similar to A11C – see above)
Equipped with 22” rear wheels the T70 Auto shower chair 
allows the user to maintain independence by self-propelling 
either into the shower or over the Palma Vita.

A11C

Prism T40

Both chairs are fitted with, as standard:
•  Pram handles
•  Integrated skirt surrounding aperture
•  Horseshoe seat*
•  Adjustable footrests
•  Safe working load: 200kg/31st
•  For added flexibility, the Auto range of chairs comes 

in three seat widths, 17”, 19” and 21”, which must be 
stated when ordering

*Full aperture available on request

The AquaMaster is fitted with:
•  Pram handles
•  Integrated skirt surrounding aperture
•  Full ring aperture or Horseshoe seat
•  Adjustable footrests
•  Height-adjustable
•  Safe working load: 200kg/31st
•  For added flexibility, the AquaMaster shower chair 

comes in three seat widths, 17”, 19” and 21”, which 
must be stated when ordering
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ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS
CEILING TRACK HOISTS

A ceiling track hoist system allows carers to easily transfer 
clients from one location to another with improved safety 
for both.

It is a flexible system that can be designed specifically 
for the client’s needs and installed into most situations. 
The system’s carry bar accepts the most universally used 
sling types.

The following options are available on selected models:
•  Full room coverage
•  Can be installed into most environments
•  Easy and safe to operate
•  Can pick client up from the floor
•  ‘Soft start/soft stop’
•  Remote control
•  Rechargeable batteries
•  Emergency lowering
•  Safe working load: 200kg/31st
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Straight-track

X/Y or H frame
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CHANGING BENCH

Wall-mounted
A height-adjustable changing bench allows users to lie 
down when being showered or changed. For ease of use, 
it is electrically operated.

Mobile changing bench
This unit takes up more space, so better only for larger 
facilities. The unit does however allow carers to help 
users from both sides of the equipment.

•  Height-adjustable
•  Curved bench for user comfort
•  Safety rail easily positioned with one hand
•  Integrated water collection tray
•  Can be folded against the wall when not in use, reducing 

space requirement
•  Safe working load: 200kg/31st

•  Electric or hydraulic height adjustability
•  Padded liner with head support
•  Allows access from both sides
•  Larger than wall-mounted, so requires more space
•  Adjustable back-rest
•  Safety rail
•  Variable weight limits: 190kg/29st

Model shown is electric
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HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
WASH HAND BASINS

Height-adjustable wash hand basins allow both wheelchair 
and ambulant users to enjoy the same wash hand basin 
safely and comfortably.

There are a variety of optional extras that cater for virtually 
every level of user requirements. The numerous height 
adjustment options are available for basins requiring just 
occasional height change, to those needing frequent daily 
changes. Aesthetically pleasing, the basin units sit well  
in most bathroom settings.

•  Electrically operated
•  Gas operated
•  Manually operated
•  Horizontal manual movement available
•  Variety of hand control options available
•  Safe working load: 100kg/15st

Model shown is electrically operated wash hand basin
with concealed plumbing (CP WBB 1-6)

Swing washbasin
The shape and size of the washbasin ensures that seated 
and standing users can use the basin from the front 
or sides. A model of the washbasin can also be height 
adjusted to suit individual users.

•  Increased independence
•  Space optimisation
•  Improved hygiene
•  Safe working load: 150kg/24st
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Tilting shower seat
This floor-standing, height-adjustable shower seat allows 
the user greater independence when showering by 
providing them with full control over their access to 
showering.

• Integrated support arms
• Adjustable tilt pitch
•  Safe to use in a shower area
• Safe working load: 150kg/24st
Optional extras (see page 15). 

AEROLET SHOWER
LIFTS

Vertical shower seat (wall-mounted)
•  Enable easy transfer from wheelchair into shower
•  Folds away against the wall when not in use
•  Fold-away arm supports
•  Fold-up seat 
•  Electrically-operated
•   Safe working load: 125kg/19st
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Available in a variety of sizes and styles. A wall-mounted 
shower seat provides a safer and more comfortable 
option when showering. 

•  Enable easy transfer from wheelchair into shower
•  Folds away against the wall when not in use
•  Fold-away arm supports
•  Fold-up seat 
• Manual or electrically-operated
• Additional horizontal manual movement available
• Safe working load: 150kg/24st

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
SHOWER SEATS

Après body dryer
The Après Body Dryer is ideal for people with limited  
mobility or sensitive skin: after showering, they simply 
stand or sit in front of it as its gentle warm air jets dry the 
body without the abrasion of towel-drying.

•  70°F (20°C) air average
•  Two-speed control
•  Control can be positioned on floor or wall
•  Can be fitted within the shower
•  Costs no more than laundering towels
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www.closomat.co.uk

Tel: 0800 374 076  Email: info@closomat.co.uk

Closomat Limited • Building 1 • Brooklands Place • Brooklands Road • Sale • Cheshire • M33 3SD

UK design and development

We reserve the right to make modifications as a result of 
ongoing adjustments and further development. This factor, 
and the variety of equipment options available, may result 
in descriptions not corresponding to the current equipment 
version in all details.

CLOSOMAT® has been the protected trademark of the 
world’s first wash & dry (shower) toilet since 1957.

UK customer support

UK manufacturing


